
http://www.inkstain.net/fleck/2019/06/is-there-a-grand-bargain-to-be-had-in-the-colorado-river-basin/ 

Incrementalism I 

The current package of the 2007 Interim Guidelines (with a few tweaks here and there), the Upper Basin and Lower 

Basin DCPs, and Minute 323 could be extended for anywhere from 5 to 20 years. 

Incrementalism II 
River operations could revert to the pre-2007 Long Range Operating Criteria-based operation (an 8.23 MAF 

minimum objective release plus occasional equalization releases) on a temporary or extended basis. This approach 

would not be a good outcome for the Lower Basin 

The Grand Bargain 
Upper Basin would agree to not object to the Lower Basin’s overuse and some form of an Upper Basin use cap (4.5 

MAF). In return the Lower Basin would agree that the Upper Basin had no flow obligations at Lee Ferry (no threat of 

a compact “call”). Lakes Mead and Powell (and possibly other Upper Basin reservoirs) would be operated to 

maximize the yield and certainty of supplies for the Lower Basin and Mexico and address environmental 

issues.  The three Lower Basin states and Mexico would share shortages in a manner similar to the current DCP 

and Minute 323. 
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Interesting Parts of Getches Wilkinson Summer Conference 
 

Kevin Wheeler Slides 

https://www.getches-wilkinsoncenter.cu.law/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Kevin-Wheeler.-2019-GWC-Summer-

Conference.pdf 

Kevin Wheeler Stream 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg-hDlp8sZ4&t=2100 

Brad Udall Slides 

https://www.getches-wilkinsoncenter.cu.law/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Brad-Udall.-2019-GWC-Summer-

Conference.pdf 

Brad Udall Stream 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FC3Ea_o34E&t=13790 

Day 2 Final Panel 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg-hDlp8sZ4&t=12160 

Day 2 Final Panel – Entsminger on Water Banking 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg-hDlp8sZ4&t=16730 
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Article III 

(d) The states of the upper division will not cause the flow of the river at Lee Ferry to be depleted below 

an aggregate of 75,000,000 acre-feet for any period of ten consecutive years reckoned in continuing 

progressive series, beginning with the first day of October next succeeding the ratification of this compact. 

(e) The states of the upper division shall not withhold water, and the states of the lower division shall 

not require the delivery of water, which cannot reasonably be applied to domestic and agricultural 

uses.  

Article IV 

(b) Subject to the provisions of this compact, water of the Colorado River system may be impounded and 

used for the generation of electrical power, but such impounding and use shall be subservient to the 

use and consumption of such water for agricultural and domestic purposes and shall not interfere 

with or prevent use for such dominant purposes. 

1968 Colorado River Basin Projects Act 

SEC. 603. (a) Rights of the upper basin to the consumptive use of water available to that basin from 

the Colorado River system under the Colorado River Compact shall not be reduced or prejudiced by 

any use of such water in the lower basin. 

 

 

 

  



 

  



 


